
 

 

 

What Is Your Current Location Label Strategy? 
Are you looking to improve inventory accuracy and labor efficiency?  

You’ve heard it too many times, “...the only constant is change.”  

How much time have you spent planning for future expansion of locations?  

Is your supply chain expanding? Are you building new sites or rearranging layouts to meet 
e-commerce demands? Your layouts, productivity projections, and permits have all been planned for 

and approved, but is your location scheme ready to grow with you?  

The one piece that needs to be rock solid, yet flexible to accommodate change is your location 
scheme. When the opportunity is right, consider these tips to maximize space and improve overall 

operational productivity for future growth.  

 

Best Practices for an Accurate, Efficient Strategy 

The bedrock of a solid scheme is: 

 

 

The use of alpha or numeric aisles is sometimes dictated by the 
layout, but the preferred location scheme is alternating between (α) 
characters and (#) numbers.  This format is easy to use by your 
products first customer, the order-picker.  Alternating alpha & 
numeric characters (α, #, α, #) allows for a natural visual break, with 
or without dashes in-between.   

 

Travel down an aisle only once by addressing EVEN bay numbers on 
the LEFT side of the aisle, and ODD numbers on the RIGHT side. 
This is the same system your Amazon delivery driver used to 
find your house number yesterday.  Be sure that low and 
high bay numbers are consistent between aisles with the 
low numbers always on one end and high numbers on the 
opposite end.  The order pick path sequence should be 
manipulated within your WMS.  The pick path sequence 
should not be dictated by your location scheme. 

 



 

Best practice is to identify every product location on a shelf. 
The storage position on the shelf is the final instruction to your 
order picker.  This allows quick product retrieval and the 
product to be one step closer to your customer. Your 
customer is already waiting for the delivery, don’t delay and 
make the picker ‘find’ the product on the shelf.  Instead, direct 
them straight to it. 

 

Be Flexible 

What are your storage requirements today, next peak season, or next year?  Do you have HAZMAT, flammables, 
aerosols, corrosives, frozen goods, temperature or humidity needs?   

Plan your scheme to help identify these special storage areas and be flexible for today and tomorrow…but how? 
How many aisles will you need, where will your growth take you?   

Regardless of whether your aisles are labeled 1-99 or AA – ZZ, do NOT assign the first aisle as 01 – or AA.  Plan 
for growth, plan for the unexpected and start with aisle 10 or BA and allow for flexibility.  Remember to allow for 
aisle growth also.  It is OK to leave strategic gaps in your aisle sequencing. Does your facility have room for 
expansion by blowing out a wall?  How would that change your location scheme?   

Don’t let expansion change your scheme, plan for it. 

 

Bay numbering is the same as aisle numbering. 
Do not start with bay 01 next to the dock.  Label the 
first bay near the dock 10 or 11 and allow for 
flexibility.  The ability to add locations where there 
are not any locations today is remarkably easy to do 
in the planning stage, and remarkably difficult to do 
post-implementation.  Your facility probably has 
cross aisles or cross aisle tunnels.  It may be 
beneficial to change the bay numbers at every 
cross aisle from the 00’s section to the 100’s 
section to the 200’s section, even if the bay counts 
between cross aisles do not reach that high.  This 
added ‘section’ to your bay numbering scheme 
benefits pickers, replenishers, put-away, inventory 
control, and everyone touching product in the 
warehouse.  They will move down an aisle more 
deliberately knowing that the bay they are headed 
to is after the first cross aisle.  

 



 

Level schemes identified by (α) characters may seem less dramatic to discuss since the floor level is going to 
be level A in most every scenario.  The next levels are often labeled B/C/D/E/F but they do not always have to be.   

How often do your product profiles change?  

Do you optimize slotting on a regular basis? (a topic for a future day).  

For purposes of temporary or seasonal labor you may find it useful to have consistent levels, such as those at eye 
level or in the ‘golden zone’ to be just as consistent as the floor level A.  If level E does not exist next season, 
level F is still easy to find.  Consistency in level schemes overrides the need to for perfectly sequential level 
schemes.  This is especially true for shelving where flexibility is needed.  If the levels J/K/L where always in the 
‘golden pick zone’ regardless of the number of shelves below them, then adding or removing shelving within a 
bay and reconfiguring (or re-slotting) may be an easier task to tackle 

Positions on a shelf or rack often do not exceed 9 positions but regardless, position numbering with two digits 
is a preferred method (01,02,03…).  The zero (0) added into the final location identifier helps with the visual 
break between the Bay and the Position, but also allows for up to 99 positions and thus, flexibility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Involve Your Labor 

How your labor force navigates the location-scheme-infrastructure of your facility is where it all comes 
together. Your location label scheme will impact the picking process as your labor interacts with it.   

Here is an example: Above we mention numbering the shelf position (01-99).  Your associates need to 
consistently know that positions are read ‘Left to Right’. Do not use any other position sequence. We have 
seen some warehouses practice “… position 01 is always the one closest to the dock /office /east wall/ 
…other”. These practices are inconsistent as many facilities have multiple docks or storage aisles that run 
perpendicular to each other.   

These types of practices lead to confusion, inconsistency and picking errors.  

 

Left-to-Right Shelf Positions 

The rationale that supports this simple rule is hard to argue against –  

If you blindfold a picker, place them in front of a storage bay, take off the blindfold, will the picker know where 
position 01 is located on the shelf?   

Left-to-Right is the easiest way to be consistent, regardless of where the sun sets at night. Your customer is 
already waiting for the order to arrive, so make the picking process easy. Training associates on this location 
scheme should be quick because it is simple and consistent. The next step is execution. 

 

  

Signage / Labels 
The execution phase of the location labeling plan 
needs appropriate consideration.  Aisles need 
aisle-markers and product positions need 
shelf-labels.  The signs and labels are the user 
interface of your facility, and a great location scheme 
can fail if proper signs and labels do not exist. They 
are communicating daily with your staff, allowing for 
fluid navigation of people, product, and profits.   

How large do the aisle markers and location labels 
need to be?  How big is your facility? Are all 
personnel riding on a piece of material handling 
equipment? Are long-range scanners available?  



 

Do I need ‘totem’ labels to be able to scan the top levels from the ground? How long and how tall are the 
shelves/ beams?  Do signs need to be suspended from the roof joists or rack uprights?  Can I reposition labels 
once in place?  Are floor labels needed?  Are magnetic labels cost effective?  Should levels be identified by 
different colors? Answers to these questions come from the specific needs and dynamics of your facility and 
your customers.  Alpine Supply Chain Solutions can guide you through the process of creating a location 
strategy that will grow with your supply chain expansion inside and outside the four walls. 

 

Summary 

-The location scheme you choose needs to be ready for change, and willing to accommodate that change 
without interrupting the day to day operations.  

-A solid, yet flexible Aisle Numbering scheme is the foundation.   

-Plan to not start at 01 or AA and to start bay numbers at a minimum of 10 and NOT 01.   

-Easy to learn levels with Position #’s starting on the left will surely accommodate quick and memorable 
training.   

-Signs and labels tell the story, daily, of how to navigate your space.   

Is your location label strategy ready to grow? 

About Alpine Supply Chain Solutions  

Alpine Supply Chain Solutions, based in Chicago, IL is a supply chain consulting company driven to ensure their clients 
get the most value from their investments. Their approach to every project starts with the data and ends with a cost 
justifiable solution. With deep roots in industrial engineering, Alpine’s approach is unique.  

Alpine Supply Chain Solutions works with customers to optimize their facility operations, including location schemes. 
Recent projects have aided customers in facility moves / slotting / label database as well as in complete facility layout 
rebuilding  to accommodate growth within an ongoing operation/ slotting/ move management. Alpine partners with ID 
Labels, Inc. for their innovative products, including labels that peel and re-stick over and over. 
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Find out how Alpine can help with your Supply Chain Project! 
Contact Us Today: 

+1 630.886.4762  
marketing@AlpineSupplyChain.com 

https://www.alpinesupplychainsolutions.com/

